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Custom 
Contour

Westendorf’s quality, styling, low profile and 

performance puts you out in front of the pack 

and keeps you there.   You won’t find bulky hy-

draulic hoses on the exterior of the loader.  All 

hoses and lines are run through the interior 

of these loaders with easy-to-access panels 

at the rear of the tower.  Designed for today’s 

newer, sleeker, 4WD tractors with large front 

tires and fenders.  Unrestricted turning abil-

ity. True Power-Mount™.  Patented Snap-

Attach™ system.  Hydra-Snap™ one-step 

hydraulic coupling.  Heavy-duty, high-

capacity bucket with chain hooks and 

no-rib interior.  Unbelievably sleek, 

low-profile design.  The list goes on 

and on.  A complete Westendorf 

system is the only tool you need 

to solve your material handling 

problems. 

I really like the 340 loader; it’s a powerful 
loader, and it’s made very well.  This loader 
really looks good on my tractor, like its 

been molded to fit; you can see really well because 
of this.  I especially like the heavy-duty bucket and 
how easy the loader is to take on and off the trac-

tor.  I’ve used it for everything around the farm 
and have not had any problems.  I’m a 

very satisfied customer.”
 Mike Gfeller and Robin

Junction City, KS

His Dog and his Westendorf
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Have YOU noticed what’s 
missing from the photo above?
Just imagine how much better you are 
going to be able to see while working with 
all the hoses out of the way.  Westendorf’s 
patented lineless bucket cylinders elimi-
nate downtime due to hose snags. Plus, all 
the hydraulic hoses that typically run down 

the loader’s arms are 
now hidden INSIDE for 
increased visibility in all 
directions. This original 
Westendorf patented 
concept allows fittings 
to be easily accessed 
at the tower base or at 
cylinder pivot points. 

Your mother always 
told you it was good to share
There’s no better way to make room for those large 
front tires, fenders and oscillating front axles than to 
allow the lift cylinder to penetrate through the loader’s 
arm and “share” the same pivot point with the bucket 
cylinder.  This patented feature of the Custom Contour 
series allows your tractor to turn freely and maintain 
excellent strength in lift capacity and power.

Where’s my loader?
Don’t guess--be sure!
It’s easy to speed up repetitive tasks with the 
patented position indicators.  The Height Indicator 
monitors loader arm posi-
tion from the ground to 
maximum height. 
The Level Indicator moni-
tors the bucket’s position, 
not just at the level 
position, but at multiple 
positions from rolled back 
to fully dumped.  

Snap-Attach™ 
The original quick-change system was introduced 
to the market over 30 years ago.  It is consistent 
in design and has withstood the test of time...  
change to a spear or snow scraper without any 
tools or extra trips off the tractor.

Power-Linkage
The enhanced bucket linkage allows unbelievable 
rollback and dump angles of nearly 90°. 

Custom options
Custom is the name of this se-
ries so most options are already  
included in the base package.  
Add specific items such as:
• Bigger buckets
• Grapple forks
• Comfort Ride
• Hydraulic self-leveling 
• Tractor matching paint color. 

Technology
-- for the 21st century

Power-Mount™ - It’s on when you 
need it and off when you don’t
When its time to do field work, just 
park your loader in minutes with 
Westendorf’s Power-Mount™ 
system. Others “say” theirs 
is easy, but none match the 
speed, ease and simplic-
ity of this all-matic hydraulic 
system. Power-Mount™ does NOT require 

tools or dangerous stands and 
can be on OR off in less 

than 2 minutes. 

The shape 
is so unique,
it’s patented!
They are the finest 
front-end loaders on 
the market today. 
Westendorf’s quality, 

styling, low-profile fit, new 
technology and performance 

puts you out in front of the pack and 
keeps you there. There are NO hoses 
on the exterior of this loader. All hoses 
and lines are run through the interior 
arm of these loaders with easy-to-access 
panels at the rear of the tower. Designed 

for today’s newer, sleeker, 
4WD tractors with 

large front tires and fenders. 
Unrestricted turning ability. True Power-
Mount™. Patented Snap-Attach™ system. 
Hydra-Snap™ one-step hydraulic coupling. 
Heavy-duty, high-capacity bucket with 
chain hooks and no-rib interior. Unbeliev-
ably sleek, low-profile design. The list goes 
on and on.

Fits like a glove
Outstanding reviews throughout its testing 
phase for unrestricted turning ability and 
ease of use.  Add tons of value to your trac-
tor with this impressive low-profile series.  It 
is a  complete system, and it is the only tool 
you’ll need to solve your material handling 
problems.

The contoured lines, tailored tractor fit, heavy duty contoured bucket, 
stunning Electric Ice color and tractor matching decal package 
are only a few of the perks this loader has to offer.

The only tool you’ll ever 
need to remove your loader 
is shown above
It truly is that simple, just lift the flop 
lock from the front pocket and the 
loader is free from the tractor.  No 
pins to remove or realign.  The true 
Power-Mount™ feature allows hydrau-
lic mounting and dismounting of the 
loader in less than two 
minutes without the 
use of tools or danger-
ous kick stands. The 
loader’s tower allows 
the loader to solidly 
free stand on virtually 
any surface when in 
the off position.

Low is the best way to go
Add value to your tractor with this impressive low-profile 
series front-end loader.  This series looks and feels like it 
was tailor made for your tractor.  It sits low on the tractor 
and follows the contour of the hood to eliminate the 
dreaded tunnel vision effect.  

The cleaner, faster way to couple hoses
Save time and temper with the Hydra-Snap™, one-lever 
coupling manifold.  Connects all four (or six) loader hoses  
to your tractor in one smooth motion.  Standard in this 
series loader package, the Hydra-Snap™ is the perfect 
companion to the 
patented Power-Mount™ 
system. It prevents hose 
mix ups and is a much 
“cleaner” alternative to 
connecting individual 
hoses.  For the cleanest 
connection, consider a 
flat face coupler upgrade.

The easy on/easy-off feature keeps my 
tractor free for other chores.  You can 
take it off in the dirt--practically any-

where.  Two minutes is stretching it for time.  
You don’t have to leave the seat to attach it 
once the hoses are connected.  I recently 
purchased a New Holland TS115A 
with a Custom Contour 340 
loader.  This loader is even 
better than the TA-45 loader 
I previously had!  Thanks.

Contoured
Every aspect of the Custom Contour series is designed to 
fit your tractor’s size, shape and tire oscillation.  
See and Feel the difference with a loader 
that is tailored to your tractor.

“THE LOADER SPECIALISTS”  CUSTOM CONTOUR OVERVIEW

 John Neuman  - Wisconsin

No-rib bucket
with built-in extras
The Custom Contour series has a reinforced heavy-
duty, high-capacity bucket with self-locking chain 
hooks, clean no-ribbed interior, and an enhanced 
bucket linkage that allows unbelievable rollback 
and dump angles of nearly 90°. 

The fit does make a difference
What does a properly fitting loader feel like?  

It feels great, looks good, 
and allows your tractor to 
perform like it was intended.  
The Custom Contour series
accommodates narrow 30” 
row settings and very large 
front tires while maintaining 
full turning radius your 
tractor was born with.

Loader not intended for this use; 
shown to illustrate oscillation.
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“ Fantastic loader! Fits like a glove.  Excellent 
visibility with the loader on.  Three neighbors 

already looking at it.  
This will give New 
Holland a run for 
its money.”

Bill - Harrisonville, MO

CC-330
Everything you want
This powerful loader with smooth action has a molded, 
seamless fit.  Its heavy-duty bucket has a rib-free interior for 
quick clean out.  Its wider frame increases visibility and ac-
commodates side mufflers on today’s newer tractors.

CC-330 
Base package:
• 3” Bucket Cylinders
• 3” Lift Cylinders
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• Rotational Height Indicator
• 72” HD Contoured Bucket

Options:
• 84” HD Contoured Bucket
• 3rd Steel Line
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Level UP Advantage
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Vale w/Regen Spool & Joystick
• Attachments (pp.74-75) 

2WD up to 110 HP
4WD up to 85 HP
5275# at 10’ 9”

CC-340
21ST century technology
The CC-340 loader has everything from a sleek, low-profile, 
patented design to the striking “Electric Ice” color. It has im-
pressive strength and it’s what a lot of heavy users are looking 
for in a loader today.  It is standard with the Hydra-Snap™ and 
mounts & dismounts easily.  It fits most 14.9 x 24 tires with 
fenders and 13.6 x 28 tires without fenders. 

CC-340 
Base package:
• 3” Bucket Cylinders
• 3” Lift Cylinders
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• Rotational Height Indicator
• 84” HD Contoured Bucket

Options:
• 72” HD Contoured Bucket
• 3rd Steel Line
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Level UP Advantage
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Vale w/Regen Spool 
• Precision Joystick
• Attachments (pp.74-75) 

2WD up to 160 HP
4WD up to 120 HP
5800# at 11’ 4”

A
A - The sleek Electric Ice 

color and specific matching 
decals compliment any tractor.
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You’ll Dig It!
This heavy grade bucket features a clean rib-free interior with 
outside reinforcements and tapered design.   In addition to a 
high-carbon steel cutting edge, it has a solid square tube top 
rail for added support with built-in chain hooks.  It is ideal for 
high wear and every day use. 
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The cleaner, 
faster way to couple hoses
Save time and temper with the Hydra-
Snap™, one-lever coupling manifold.  
Connects all four (or six) loader hoses  
to your tractor in one smooth motion.  
Standard in this series loader pack-
age, the Hydra-Snap™ is the perfect 
companion to the patented Power-
Mount™ system. It prevents hose mix 
ups and is a much “cleaner” alternative 
to connecting individual hoses.  For the 
cleanest connection, consider a flat face 
coupler upgrade.

Read MORe about the NeW 
DUMP SPReADeR...

p. 124

CC-370

Self-leveling at its best
The largest loader of this series 
comes standard with unique low-profile 
mechanical self-leveling.  It has a 15’ 
lift height and can utilize any of the 70 
series attachments.  The mechanical 
self-leveling arm is positioned under 
the loader arm to keep sightlines 
clear for working.

CC-370 Base package:
• 3” Bucket Cylinders
• 3-1/2” Lift Cylinders
• Mechanical Self-Leveling
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• Rotational Height Indicator
• 96” HD Contour Bucket

Options:
• 90”-112“ Buckets
• 3rd Steel Line
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Valve w/Regen Spool
• Precision Joystick
• Attachments (pp. 74-75) 

2WD up to 250 HP
4WD up to 210 HP
12,300# at 15’

CC-360
More power and lift
The 360 Custom Contour has the same sleek, patented 
design and fits a whole new class of hard-to-fit tractors being 
introduced on the market today.  It has an added lift height of 
14’2”.  It fits tires up to 14.9 x 30 with fenders and maintains 
the tractor’s turning radius and maneuverability.

CC-360 
Base package:
• 3-1/2” Bucket Cylinders
• 3” Lift Cylinders
• Hydraulic Power-Mount™
• Snap-Attach™
• Mounting & Hose Kit
• Hydra-Snap™ Manifold
• Rotational Level Indicator
• Rotational Height Indicator
• 84” HD Contoured Bucket

Options:
• 96” HD Contoured Bucket
• 3rd Steel Line
• Bucket Teeth
• Back Drag Blade
• Level UP Advantage
• Comfort Ride
• Precision Valve w/Regen Spool
• Precision Joystick
• Attachments (pp.74-75) 

2WD up to 200 HP
4WD up to 180 HP
6850# at 14’ 5”

All-Hydraulic 
Dump Spreader

Westendorf Manufacturing adds 
an all-hydaraulic dump system to its already 

diverse line of products.  The Dump Spreader 
is the first all-hydraulic spreader on the market 
today.  Its simple design concept and versatility 
make it the obvious solution when hauling and 

spreading liquid or semi-liquid materials.  

For more information on the Dump Spreader 
GO TO Page 124

NEW 
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Read MORe about material 
handling ATTACHMENTS...

pp. 102-117

Snap-Attach™

It’s a Snap!
The simple Snap-Attach™ adapter has a patented V-shape to self-align 
the attachment to the adapter; plus, it ensures a tight connection 
over time minimizing wear.  This system has been tested for over 
30 years and is one of the favorite reasons customers give for 
loving their Westendorf loader. “Because I can change 
attachments fast without using any tools.” 
See page 9 for details.

“THE LOADER SPECIALISTS” CUSTOM CONTOUR ATTACHMENTS

Tool-Free

Custom Contour Series Attachments

(1) Requires 84” Bucket

DB-84   DB-96   DB-120 SBB-8   SBB-10   SBB-12 VP-96 eB-34 FL-42      
FL-48

BC-5000 BC-6000 BC-8000
BC-8800

Z-47 GF-184-3D

CC-330   (1)
CC-340   
CC-360           
CC-370            

Westendorf’s time-tested quick-attach system is 
simple, reliable and will put a smile on your 
face every time you use it.  

SS-I SS-II BH-15      QT-72 BT-84 SQ-80 SP-43    SP-76 SP-42   SP-72    SP-74 GF-32     
TB-38

FB-42

CC-330       
CC-340       
CC-360         
CC-370         

CC-330 CC-340 CC-360 CC-370
    Tractor HP Rating (approximate) up to 110 HP up to 160 HP up to 200 HP up to 250 HP

A Full Height (ground to pin - feet/inches) 10’9” / 129” 11’4” / 136” 14’5” / 170” 15’ / 180”

B Clearance (bucket dump - inches) 90” 102” 128” 141”

C1 Rollback Angle | C2  Dump Angle 38° | Near 90° 40° | Near 90° 36° | Near 90° 34° | 47°

D Reach at Max Height 15” 20” 14” 31”

E Reach at Ground Level (to pin) 19” 26” 27” 32”

2500 psi | 3000 psi 2500 psi | 3000 psi 2500 psi | 3000 psi 2500 psi | 3000 psi

    Lift Capacity - AWC* (31.5” from pin) 3000 | 3600 3300 | 3960 3900 | 4680 7000 | 8400

    Lift Capacity - at Pivot Pin 4395 | 5275 4830 | 5800 5710 | 6850 10,255 | 12,300

    Lift Cylinder - Std | Opt. 3”  3” 3” 3-1/2”

    Bucket Cylinder - Std | Opt. 3” 3” 3-1/2” 3”

    Bucket Sizes Available
        HDHC - HeAVY DUTY HIGH CAPACITY

72”, 84” 84”, 72” 84”, 96” 96”, 108”, HDHC

I recently set up my 
tractor with the Snap-Attach™ 
system and it works great!  

I go from moving round bales to moving 
pallets to scooping manure in seconds!

Brian R. Young
Agricultural education - Trimble County

A) Lift Height
B) Clearance 
C1) Rollback Angle  
C2) Dump Angle
D) Reach at Max Height
E) Reach at Ground Level

A
B

CD
2

C1

E

*For additional information on AWC Capacity - see page 11.
Note: Above specifications are based on ASABe S301.3 standard.  Specifications may vary depending on make and model of tractor, front axle configuration, tire 
size, hydraulic system and type of attachment.  Design specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.

CC Performance        POINTS


